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Problem definition: We examine a dynamic assignment problem faced by a large Wireless Service Provider (WSP)
that is a Fortune 100 company. This company manages two warranties: (i) a customer warranty that WSP offers its
customers, and (ii) an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) warranty that OEMs offer the WSP. The WSP uses
devices refurbished by the OEM as replacement devices and hence their warranty operation is a closed-loop supply
chain. Depending on the assignment policy WSP uses, the customer and OEM warranties might become misaligned
for customer-device pairs, potentially incurring a cost for WSP.
Academic/practical relevance: We identify, model, and analyze a new dynamic assignment problem that emerges
in this setting called the warranty matching problem. We introduce a new class of policies, called farsighted policies,
which can perform better than myopic policies. We also propose a new heuristic assignment policy, the sampling
policy, which leads to a near-optimal assignment. Our model and results are motivated by a real-world problem,
and our theory-guided assignment policies can be used in practice; we validate our results using data from our
industrial partner.
Methodology: We formulate the problem of dynamically assigning devices to customers as a discrete-time
stochastic dynamic programming problem. Because this problem suffers from the curse of dimensionality, we
propose and analyze a set of reasonable classes of assignment policies.
Results: The performance metric that we use for a given assignment policy is the average time that a
replacement device under a customer warranty is uncovered by an OEM warranty. We show that our assignment
policies reduce the average uncovered time and the expected number of out-of-OEM-warranty returns by more
than 75% in comparison to our industrial partner's current assignment policy. We also provide distribution-free
bounds for the performance of a myopic assignment policy, and of random assignment, which is a proxy for the
current WSP policy.
Managerial implications: Our results indicate that, in closed-loop supply chains, being completely far-sighted
might be better than being completely myopic. Also, policies that are effective in balancing short-term and longterm costs can be simple and effective, as illustrated by our sampling policy. We describe how the performance of
myopic and farsighted policies depend on the size and length of inventory build-up.
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1.

Introduction

We introduce and analyze an assignment problem that occurs in multi-player closed-loop supply
chains. We consider a supply chain with three players: an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
that produces electronic devices, a retailer that sells the devices manufactured by the OEM and
offers warranties to customers, and customers that purchase and use these devices and file a warranty
claim when the device fails. A real-world system inspires this setting: our research emerged from a
collaboration with a large Wireless Service Provider (WSP), a Fortune 100 company that acts as a
retailer and sells mobile service contracts and mobile devices to their customers.
To manage such a system, our industrial partner faces the following three operational challenges:
(i) forecasting the failure time distribution of new products; (ii) deciding how many devices should
be kept in inventory to serve the warranty claims; and (iii) assigning devices in inventory to
incoming customer warranty requests.
Although the three challenges are intertwined, we uncouple them and study them separately. In
Calmon (2015) we address challenge (i) and introduce two strategies for forecasting the failure time
distribution of new products. In Calmon and Graves (2017) we address challenge (ii), namely the
determination of an inventory control policy to manage the inventory level at the WSP’s reverse
logistics facility over a product life time. In this paper we address challenge (iii), which we term
the warranty matching problem, for which we take the inventory management policy as a given.
Uncoupling the inventory management and warranty matching problems implies some degree of
sub-optimization. However, uncoupling them leads to practical policies for which we can derive both
theoretical and managerial insights. Finally, we note that the numerical experiments in Calmon
(2015) indicate that making these decisions independently does not lead to a significant additional
cost.
As discussed in Calmon and Graves (2017), there are two warranties in place in this closed-loop
supply chain: (a) the customer warranty, offered by the retailer to the customer, and (b) the
OEM warranty, provided by the OEM to the retailer. These warranties can have very different
characteristics. In our partner WSP’s case, as depicted in Figure 1, the customer warranty guarantees
an immediate replacement of the faulty device with a working (new or refurbished) one, while the
OEM warranty requires WSP to wait for the device repair, such that a replacement device is not
sent immediately to WSP. If a customer covered by the customer warranty (which is usually 12
months in length) has a device that fails, WSP’s reverse logistics facility sends a replacement from
its inventory, which is largely refurbished devices. The remainder of the customer warranty applies
to the replacement device. Hence, the customer warranty is associated with the customer, not the
device that the customer possesses. Once the customer receives a replacement device, the customer
sends back the failed device to WSP’s reverse logistics facility.
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Characteristics of the OEM warranty and of the customer warranty.

When the failed device arrives at the reverse logistics facility, WSP sends it to the OEM if it is
still under OEM warranty (which is usually 12 months in length as well); and the device is then
repaired by the OEM and returned to the centralized inventory held by WSP at its reverse logistics
facility. If the device is no longer under OEM warranty, WSP either pays for the OEM to repair
the device, or scraps the failed device. In the latter case, there is a unit loss in the inventory held
by WSP for servicing warranty claims, and WSP may need to procure a replacement device for its
inventory. Hence, in either case, there can be an additional cost to WSP, when the failed device is
no longer under OEM warranty.
To minimize these costs, WSP wants all device-customer pairs to have matched warranties: that
is, the remaining time on the customer warranty is (roughly) the same as (or less than) that for
the OEM warranty on the device. When this is true, WSP can invoke the OEM warranty to repair
the failed device from a customer warranty claim.
With new device sales the warranties are generally matched. At the time of sale, the customer
has a 12-month warranty; even though the OEM warranty starts when WSP acquires the device,
a device typically has close to 12 months remaining on the OEM warranty when it is sold to a
customer.
However, these warranties can become unmatched when there is a warranty claim. When the
customer makes a warranty claim, WSP must select a replacement device from the inventory
at its reverse logistics facility to send to the customer. If the remaining OEM warranty on the
replacement device is less than the time remaining on the customer warranty, the customer’s device
will be uncovered for some time, potentially leading to an out-of-OEM-warranty return for WSP.
Furthermore, the OEM warranty does not pause during device repair or while the device is in
inventory. Thus, a working device that is sitting in inventory continues to age and to consume its
OEM warranty.
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The practice at WSP has been to select the replacement device randomly, due to the large
volume of transactions in its reverse logistics system. As such, the remaining OEM warranty on the
replacement device has no relationship to the remaining time on the customer warranty. Since some
devices can fail multiple times, randomly assigning replacement devices to customers can lead to a
significant number of out-of-OEM-warranty returns. For the devices that we examine in this paper,
WSP’s data indicate that, between 15% and 25% of returned devices were out-of-OEM-warranty
returns under WSP’s current practice. The hundreds of out-of-OEM-warranty returns that WSP
receives per day are a significant source of costs and operational overhead.
In this paper, we propose and analyze assignment strategies that mitigate the out-of-OEMwarranty returns in this system, i.e., minimize the number of replacement requests from customers
still covered under the customer warranty, but whose failed device is not covered by the OEM
warranty. In particular, we consider four classes of policies:
• Random assignment policies: we assign replacement devices to customers, ignoring the time

remaining in both the customer and device warranties. This is representative of WSP’s current
policy for assigning devices to customers.
• Myopic assignment policies: we assign devices in inventory to customers so as to minimize the

warranty mismatch in the current period. In particular, we examine the Youngest-Out-First
(YOF) assignment policy.
• Farsighted assignment policies: we assign devices to customers so as to minimize the future

expected cost (ignoring the current period cost). In WSP’s case, we examine the Oldest-OutFirst (OOF) assignment policy.
• Heuristic policies: we assign devices based on a policy that blends elements of the youngest-

out-first policy and the oldest-out-first policy. We consider the Sampling Policy, where devices
in inventory are sampled, sorted, and then matched to demand.
We display in Table 1 a summary of the performance of these policies on real data from WSP,
in comparison to WSP’s current practice for five device models. The performance metric is the
average uncovered time of the customer-device pairs that are sent as replacements to customers
that filed a warranty claim. If a customer has less time left in its customer warranty than the device
has left in its OEM warranty, then the uncovered time is zero. Conversely, if the customer has
more time left in its customer warranty than the device has left in the OEM warranty, then the
uncovered time is the time difference between the end of the customer warranty and the end of the
OEM warranty. In the appendix we argue that the average uncovered time can be interpreted as a
first-order approximation to the mismatch cost. In Table 1 we obtain the lower bound by assuming
that WSP knows all the future warranty claims and the time remaining on the customer warranty
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Device WSP’s current Random
YOF
OOF
policy
policy
policy
policy
A
35.70
39.30 10.61 (73%) 8.89 (77%)
B
35.20
40.79
9.39 (77%) 7.89 (81%)
C
36.85
35.92
7.71 (79%) 7.15 (80%)
D
25.86
34.54
7.53 (78%) 8.67 (75%)
E
54.40
42.97 11.01 (74%) 12.59 (71%)
Table 1

5

Sampling Lower
policy
bound
6.57 (83%) 2.85
5.43 (87%) 2.58
5.02 (86%) 3.14
5.55 (84%) 2.53
7.44 (83%) 2.85

Average uncovered time per device (in days) and percentage reduction compared to the random
assignment policy

of each future claim. Hence, this is a “clairvoyant” bound where all information is known and the
problem becomes a large-scale deterministic assignment problem.
Table 1 indicates that WSP’s current policy is consistent with random assignment, with the
average uncovered time being on the order of a month or more. Furthermore, our policies significantly
reduce the average uncovered time, with the sampling policy performing best. Note that there does
not seem to be a strict ordering of the performance of the myopic YOF policy and the farsighted
OOF policy. Finally, the performance of the sampling policy is close to the lower bound. In Section 5
we revisit Table 1 and discuss in detail how the performance of each policy depends on the problem
settings. We also discuss the economic cost implications for WSP of switching the assignment policy
and estimate potential savings on the order of $16 million per year, and a reduction of expected
out-of-OEM-warranty returns between 73% and 91%.
1.1.

A note on nomenclature

Throughout the paper we use the term old customers to refer to customers that have little time
left in their customer warranty. Since the customer warranty has, in general, about a 12-month
duration, an old customer is a customer with only 1 or 2 months of warranty left. Conversely, young
customers are customers who still have most of their warranty left.
Similarly, we refer to a device as an old device if it has little time left in the OEM warranty, and
as a young device if it has most of the OEM warranty left.
We define the termination date, of a customer or device, as the date that the customer or device
warranty ends. Thus, if a customer’s warranty termination date is t̄ then, at time t, the customer has
(t̄ − t)+ time left in its warranty. We will also assume that both the customer and OEM warranty
have equal length Tw . We define the age of a customer or device that is under warranty as the
amount of the warranty that has passed. Thus, at time t, a customer or device with warranty
termination date t̄ has age t − t̄ − Tw . Finally, when a customer is beyond the customer warranty,
the customer has no claims on the WSP, and is not included in our model and analysis.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present a literature review
on matching. In Section 3, we formulate the warranty matching problem and in Section 4, we
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analyze different assignment strategies assuming a stationary failure time distribution. Finally, in
Section 5, we evaluate the different policies through various numerical experiments.

2.

Literature Review

Research in assigning items and individuals has been very active during the last 50 years. One of
the seminal works in this area is on the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn 1955). The stable matching
problem, as discussed in Gale and Shapley (1962) and Gusfield and Irving (1989), has also received
significant attention in the literature. A survey on the relationship between market design and
matching problems can be found in Roth and Sotomayor (1992), and an application to matching
medical students to residency programs is covered in Roth (2003). More recent applications include
online dating (Hitsch et al. 2010), child adoption (Slaugh et al. 2016), and refugee resettlement
(Aziz et al. 2018). The majority of papers in the assignment literature address a static problem,
while we consider a dynamic assignment problem. Dynamic assignment models have been used
to optimize kidney exchange (Ünver 2010), day care assignment (Kennes et al. 2014), refugee
resettlement (Andersson et al. 2018), and house allocation (Kurino 2014).
In the operations management literature, a classic application of matching is blood bank inventory
management (Jennings 1973, Pegels and Jelmert 1970, Cohen and Pierskalla 1975, Jagannathan and
Sen 1991, Sarhangian et al. 2018). The role of matching strategies in kidney-exchange programs has
also been an active area of research. A framework for studying this problem from a game-theoretic
point of view can be found in Ashlagi et al. (2011) and in Ashlagi et al. (2015). Furthermore,
queuing theory, more specifically so-called “double matching queues”, is a proposed methodology by
Boxma et al. (2011) to manage waiting lists for organ transplants. However, the proposed matching
strategies in these papers are not readily applicable to closed-loop systems.
During the last few years, matching policies have received considerable attention to improve
ridesharing platforms such as Uber and Lyft. A myopic policy commonly used in practice is to
offer an arriving customer the closest driver. Korolko et al. (2018) and Özkan and Ward (2018)
demonstrate that such a myopic policy to match drivers and customers may perform poorly. The
study of Hu and Zhou (2016), which is applicable to ridesharing, considers a two-sided, discrete-time
matching system where both supply and demand can abandon the system. Similar to our work,
the optimal policy is state-dependent and complex.
We analyze a matching problem in the context of a closed-loop supply chain. Recent overviews of
the literature on closed-loop supply chains can be found in Guide and Van Wassenhove (2009) and
Souza (2013) and a recent typology of remanufacturing processes can be found in Abbey and Guide
(2018). In contrast to Savaskan et al. (2004) and Galbreth and Blackburn (2006), we do not model
in detail the collection of cores or the decision related to which cores should be remanufactured or
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scrapped (Calmon and Graves (2017) addresses such concerns). Furthermore, the type of matching
problem that we consider in this paper has yet to be covered in the closed-loop supply chain
literature. A multiperiod single-product inventory problem which faces demand both for new items
and for warranty replacement is found in Huang et al. (2008). Similar to our setting, the number
and ages of the failed items under warranty are available. However, we take the closed-loop nature
into account by considering the repair and refurbishment of the failed items for reuse and matching.
Pince et al. (2016) demonstrate how an OEM should dynamically allocate customer returns between
fulfilling warranty claims and remarketing refurbished products over the product’s life-cycle, but
do not examine the problem of assigning devices to customers.
Although we build upon these streams of research, our work considers a distinct setting. Furthermore, our set-up is dynamic, and decisions made in one period impact the system’s state in the
future. Our goal is not to find an equilibrium allocation, but to find a cost minimizing assignment.
Hence, our work also draws from and contributes to the literature on online allocation. An example
of an online algorithm for minimum metric bipartite matching is Meyerson et al. (2006). Also,
in Bansal et al. (2007), Manshadi et al. (2012) and Truong and Wang (2018), online algorithms
for bipartite matching and their competitive ratios are examined. Recently, Huang et al. (2018)
obtains tight competitive ratios for two algorithms of the “fully online matching problem”, which
is a generalization of the classic online bipartite matching problem. A review of tools for analyzing
online algorithms, which encompass the type of policies that we use in this paper, can be found in
Albers (2003).

3.

The Warranty Matching Problem

We formulate the problem of dynamically assigning devices to customers as a discrete-time stochastic dynamic programm for which, in each period, customers of different ages place requests for
replacement devices, and devices in the centralized inventory are then assigned to these customers.
For our partner WSP, a time period is one day.
We assume that the inventory management policy is exogenous to the problem of assigning devices
to customers, and is thus an input to our warranty matching model. This inventory management
policy determines when to source new devices into inventory, as well as when to sell excess inventory
through a side sales channel, as discussed in Calmon and Graves (2017). Furthermore, the policy
assumes that all demand is met: if there is an insufficient supply of inventory, the customer will
receive a new device or an upgrade as a replacement. In modeling the matching problem we do not
explicitly account for the costs or revenues associated with the inventory management policy; that
is, we do not include the costs for sending upgrades (or new phones) when there are shortfalls, nor
the revenues from side sales.
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We present the components of our discrete-time dynamic optimization model and the sequence
of events below. We assume that the OEM warranty can have m possible termination dates, while
the customer warranty can have n possible termination dates.
Customer demand process. We denote by dtij the number of customers that file a warranty
replacement request at the start of day t that have a customer warranty termination date j ≥ t and
are returning a device with OEM warranty termination date i. We assume dtij is stochastic with

known distribution. We denote the total demand for replacements in day t by dt and the matrix
with the demand at time t by dt = (dtij ).
Inventory state. The amount of inventory in the beginning of period t before device arrivals
t
is given by yt = (y1t , . . . , ym
) where yit is the number of devices in inventory at time t with OEM

warranty termination date i. We denote the total inventory at time t by y t .
Device arrival process. For simplicity, we assume there is a fixed deterministic lead time l
that covers the time for the customer to return the failed device to the reverse logistics facility, plus
the time to refurbish or repair the device. We also assume that each returned device that is covered
by the OEM warranty has a probability α of being repairable1 (with probability 1-α the device
is not repaired and leaves the system). We denote the number of repaired devices that arrive to
inventory at time t and that have an OEM warranty termination date i by the random variable ξit ,
Pn
t
which follows a Binomial distribution with parameters ( j=1 dt−l
ij , α). Let ξ be the total number
Pm
of repaired devices arriving into inventory at time t, i.e. ξ t = i=1 ξit .
Furthermore, we assume that there are two additional streams of exogenous device arrivals into
inventory. The first is seed-stock from the OEM, often as specified by a contractual agreement
between the OEM and WSP (usually 1% of sales). We denote the seed-stock with OEM warranty
termination date i arriving in period t by sti . The second stream are due to the inventory management
policy, e.g., as described in Calmon and Graves (2017). According to this policy, on the one hand,
WSP adds devices to inventory if the inventory level at the beginning of the period together with
the arrivals of refurbished devices and seed-stock are deemed to be insufficient to efficiently satisfy
demand. On the other hand, if WSP deems that it has excess inventory, a certain number of devices
in inventory is sold through a side sales channel. We denote the net change to inventory at time
t due to the inventory management decisions by bti , for devices with OEM warranty termination
date i, where we allow bti < 0 to capture side sales. Thus, we denote the arrival of devices by
at = (at1 , . . . , atm ) where
ati = ξit + sti + bti , ∀i = 1, . . . , m.
As noted above, this specification includes side sales, and hence we allow the arrivals to be negative.
WSP cannot sell more devices through the side sales channel than the inventory available. Thus,
1

A device is repairable if the purported failure is covered under the OEM warranty.
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yit + ati ≥ 0, ∀i (or, equivalently, yit + ξit + sti + bti ≥ 0). We observe that for any side sales quantity,
the optimal side sales policy will sell the oldest devices in inventory. We denote the total arrivals
into inventory at time t by at .
As discussed in Calmon and Graves (2017), we assume that all demand in a period has to be
satisfied (no backlogging is allowed). Thus, y t + at ≥ dt . We also note that demand for replacement
devices and the arrival of devices into inventory are not independent.
Assignment decision. In each period, WSP must assign inventory to warranty replacement
requests. We define the decision variable xtij as the number of devices with OEM termination date
i that are allocated to customers with customer warranty termination date j. Thus, in each period
t, xt = (xtij ) ∈ Rm×n must satisfy the demand/supply constraints
m
X

xtij =

i=1
n
X

m
X
i=1

dtij , ∀j = 1, . . . , n,

xtij ≤ yit + ati , ∀i = 1, . . . , m,

j=1
xtij ≥

0, ∀i = 1, . . . , m, and ∀j = 1, . . . , n.

We denote the set formed by these constraints by Xt (yt , at , dt ).
Inventory update (state equation). We assume the following sequence of events in each
period: (i) Refurbished devices and seed-stock arrive into inventory, along with any side sales; (ii)
Demand for replacements is observed and new devices are added into inventory if needed to avoid
any shortfalls; (iii) Devices are assigned to customers. The inventory update equation at time t is
yit+1 = yit + ati −

n
X
j=1

xtij , ∀i = 1, . . . , m.

Matching costs. We denote the cost of assigning a device with OEM warranty termination
date i to a customer with warranty termination date j at time t by ct (i, j). This cost represents
the expected cost of an out-of-OEM-warranty return. If i ≥ j, then this cost is zero, as there
cannot be an out-of-OEM-warranty return; but if i < j, then the OEM warranty ends before the
customer warranty, and there is some chance of an out-of-OEM-warranty return. Specifically, there
is an out-of-OEM-warranty return if the next device failure occurs in the interval (max(i, t), j]. We
assume that WSP’s cost is proportional to the uncovered warranty time (j − max(i, t))+ . Namely,
for some β ≥ 0, we assume

ct (i, j) = β · (j − max(i, t))+ .

(1)

We illustrate this uncovered mismatch cost in Figure 2 for β = 1.
Effectively in (1) we are assuming that the likelihood that the next device failure occurs in the
time interval (max(i, t), j] is proportional to the length of the interval. In Appendix EC.1 we provide
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Figure 2

Example of the uncovered mismatch cost for two replacement devices being assigned at time period
t=50. The solid lines represent the optimal assignment and leads to a mismatch cost of 14 while the
total cost of the assignment in dashed lines equals 18.

some justification for this assumption when device failure times follow an Exponential or Weibull
distribution. All our analysis would hold if the cost were of the form ct (i, j) = f ((j − max(i, t))+ )
where f is a convex increasing positive function.
Dynamic program formulation. In theory we can formulate and solve this closed-loop assignment problem as a dynamic program. To do so we assume that we have a finite planning horizon
of T periods, corresponding to the life-cycle for the device. We denote Jt as the cost-to-go at time
t, with the boundary condition JT +1 = 0. We can obtain the optimal allocation policy by solving
Jt (yt , at , dt ) = minimize

xt ∈Xt (yt ,at ,dt )

m X
n
X

ct (i, j)xtij + E[Jt+1 (yt+1 , at+1 , dt+1 )]

(2)

i=1 j=1

where yt+1 is a function of (yt , xt , at ) and the expectation is taken over (at+1 , dt+1 ).
We cannot realistically solve (2), due to the curse of dimensionality. The state space is very
complex, as it includes, for each period, the on-hand inventory delineated by termination date, as
well as the realization of the arrivals of devices and customer requests. Actually this is already
a simplification, as the state space should also include the distribution of device ages in use by
customers, as well as the number of devices currently being repaired and refurbished with the OEM.
In this sense, we view (2) as an approximate dynamic program. Still, for any realistic specification
of the given state space, it is much too large to attempt to solve.
Nevertheless this formulation provides some insight that can guide the development of implementable policies for our partner WSP. The computation of the cost-to-go function at time t entails
the sum of two terms: “the current period cost” and “the future cost-to-go”. A myopic policy
considers just the current period cost, while a farsighted policy optimizes the future cost-to-go.
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However, by design, neither policy can guarantee the minimization of the system-wide costs. Therefore, in addition, we propose a heuristic policy which balances the current period cost with the
future cost-to-go.

4.

Assignment Policies

In this section we introduce and examine properties of various assignment policies. We first examine
the random assignment policy where devices are assigned to customers ignoring the time
remaining in both the customer and OEM warranties. This is representative of WSP’s current
policy for assigning devices to customers. We bound the average behavior of this policy, and this
bound is independent of the demand distribution and can be used by practitioners as a starting
point to decide if a more structured assignment policy should be pursued or not.
We then examine a policy within the class of myopic assignment policies. Specifically, at
time t a myopic policy solves
m X
n
X

minimize

xt ∈Xt (yt ,at ,dt )

ct (i, j)xtij .

(3)

i=1 j=1

Within the class of myopic policies, we analyze the Youngest-Out-First (YOF) assignment policy
and prove a worst-case bound on its average performance.
The third policy we analyze, called the Oldest-Out-First (OOF) assignment policy, belongs to
the class of farsighted assignment policies. In every period t, we minimize the future expected
cost:
minimize

xt ∈Xt (yt ,at ,dt )

E[Jt+1 (yt+1 (yt , xt , at ), at+1 , dt+1 )].

(4)

In general, solving the problem above has the same complexity as solving the full dynamic program.
However, in our setting, the cost function and the state space follow a specific structure, and the
problem in (4) has a simple solution. The OOF policy is the policy induced by this solution.
Finally, we introduce and examine a heuristic policy which blends the YOF and OOF policies.
This heuristic policy is the Sampling Policy, where in every period t we sample dt devices from
inventory, and then sort and match to incoming demand.
The structure of the cost function and state space that we exploit in our analysis is, simply put,
that the younger the devices in inventory, the lower the expected assignment cost. Formally, let 
be a partial order such that for any two inventory vectors yt and ỹt where y t = ỹ t we have that
yt  ỹt if

m
X
i=k

yit

≥

m
X
i=k

ỹit , ∀k = 1, . . . , m.
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Then, for every period t, since the cost function ct (i, j) given in (1) is non-increasing in i we can
argue that for inventory vectors yt and ỹt , and arrival vectors at and ãt , where y t + at = ỹ t + ãt
we have
yt + at  ỹt + ãt =⇒ Jt (yt , at , dt ) ≤ Jt (ỹt , ãt , dt ), ∀dt .

(5)

We will use this observation to describe the behavior of the YOF and OOF policies, and also to
discuss the intuition behind each heuristic.
For the analysis and results presented next, we model the customer warranty termination date
for each customer that files a warranty request at time t as a random variable denoted by Dt .
We assume that the distribution of Dt does not change dramatically from one period to the next.
Formally, we assume that
max |Pr(Dt+1 ≤ k) − Pr(Dt ≤ k)| ≤ , ∀t.

k=1,...,m

(6)

Namely, we assume that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic of the termination date distribution of
demand changes by at most  from one period to another. For WSP, a time period corresponds to
a day and we estimate that  ≤ 0.01 for all the devices for which we had data.
In addition we assume that D1 , . . . , DT are independent random variables, but not necessarily
identically distributed. Finally, for our theoretical results, we assume that, the OEM warranty
termination date of each device returned by a customer for refurbishment is the same as the
customer warranty termination date. In effect we assume that the two warranties are matched prior
to any device failures.
4.1.

Random Assignment

Due to the large volume of incoming refurbished devices and requests (on the order of tens of
thousands per day across a couple of dozen device models), WSP does not sort devices nor customer
requests. In fact, as refurbished devices are received from the OEM, the devices are stored randomly
in large boxes or containers in inventory at WSP’s reverse logistics facility. As these refurbished
devices are held separately from the seed-stock received from the OEM, WSP can prioritize one
class of inventory relative to the other. However, in order to describe this scenario from a conceptual
level, we will not differentiate between seed-stock and refurbished devices but, as a simplified model,
will examine the case where devices in inventory are randomly assigned to replacement requests.
Our intent is to develop a benchmark, as well as to analyze the potential downsides of random
assignment.
In order to obtain the worst-case performance of random assignment, we will make a few simplifying assumptions. We assume no side sales (bt ≥ 0), that when a new device is sold its customer
warranty and OEM warranty start at the same time, and that all returned devices are repaired
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(α = 1). Relaxing these assumptions does not change our insights but significantly increases the
amount of notation we have to use. Finally, we assume that in each period the total demand and
inventory are constants, namely dt = d, y t = y, ∀t and that y ≥ 0.
For each period t, after device arrivals, we model the OEM warranty termination date of a
randomly-chosen device in inventory by a random variable Yt . Hence, for a random assignment
policy, the expected cost for each assignment in period t is
E[ct (Yt , Dt )] = β · E[(Dt − max(Yt , t))+ ].
Due to the closed loop system, and the assumption that the warranties are initially matched, we
can model the random variable Yt in terms of Dt . Each device in inventory in period t was returned
by a customer at time t − l − Z for refurbishment, where Z is a random variable that represents
the amount of time a device remains in inventory. Hence, we can model the random variable Yt
in terms of random variables Dt and Z, namely Yt = Dt−l−Z . If devices in inventory are chosen at
random to be used as replacements then, in every period t, a device in inventory has a probability
d/(y + d) of being used as a replacement and probability 1 − d/(y + d) of being carried over to the
next period. In the limit as t increases, Z becomes a geometric random variable with parameter
d/(y + d). Since we assume a fixed lead time l, we can express the expected cost as
E[ct (Yt , Dt )] = E[ct (Dt−l−Z , Dt )] = β · E[(Dt − max(Dt−l−Z , t))].
We assume the limiting distribution for Z to develop the worst-case upper bound on the expected
cost in the proposition below. All our proofs are in the Appendix.
Proposition 1. Let Dt be a random variable that represents the customer warranty termination
date of a randomly chosen customer at time t. Furthermore, assume that the distributions of
{Dt } satisfy the distance constraint given in (6). Let l be the lead time and Z be a geometric

random variable with parameter d/(y + d). Then, assuming a warranty length of Tw , and assuming
dt = d, yt = y, ∀t ∈ [1, T ], the following distribution-free bound holds
E[ct (Yt , Dt )] ≤
where ar = l +

y+d
d

and br =

y(y+d)
.
d2

(1 + ar · )2 + br 2
· β · Tw ,
4

This bound is tight, i.e., there is a distribution of Dt that

achieves this bound. Also, let UtR be a random variable that represents the uncovered time of a
customer that requires a replacement device at time t under the random assignment policy. Then,
the average uncovered time satisfies
T
1X
(1 + ar · )2 + br 2
E[UtR ] ≤
· Tw .
T t=1
4
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For WSP, we estimate that  = 0.2% per day, and we assume that the lead time is 3 weeks and
Tw = 12 months. In practice, WSP’s total demand per period and the total inventory per period are
not stationary. However, for the inventory management policy in our simulations, we note that, in
general, the carry-over inventory at the start of any given day is usually less than the total demand
in that day, i.e. y t ≤ dt , ∀t (although it must be that y t + at ≥ dt since no backlogging is allowed).
Since the bound in the proposition is increasing in y, if we assume y t = dt (which is the worst case
PT
for WSP’s data) we have T1 i=1 E[UtR ] ≤ 100 days.

The bound in Proposition 1 only has positive probability weights on the first and last termination
dates of the distribution’s support (i.e. it is a variance-maximizing discrete distribution) which
does not match at all the actual distribution of termination dates at WSP. Thus, the bound is
loose. However, if a practitioner deems that 100 days of uncovered time were acceptable, a more
sophisticated policy or system simulation would not be required.
With these results in hand, we now proceed to analyze the Youngest-Out-First assignment policy,
where devices in inventory and requests are sorted by age and matched youngest to oldest.
4.2.

Myopic Assignment: The Youngest-Out-First Policy

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, myopic assignment policies solve, for each period t,
the allocation problem in (3). If the costs ct (i, j) are as described in (1), then the Youngest-Out-First
(YOF) policy solves the problem in (3) for any (yt , at , dt ) where y t + at ≥ dt . This policy is depicted
in Figure 3 and described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Youngest Out First Policy
for all t do
1) Sort customer requests by customer warranty termination date (ignore the age of the
device that the customer is returning)
2) Sort devices in inventory by OEM warranty termination date
3) Match the youngest device in inventory (with highest OEM warranty termination date) to
the youngest customer (with highest customer warranty termination date).
4) Repeat Step 3 until all customer requests are fulfilled.
end for

For a single period, the YOF policy is optimal, as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. The Youngest-Out-First policy is optimal for the problem in Equation 3.
Suppose in period t that the total demand equals the total arrivals and any inventory, i.e.,
t

a + y t = dt . In this case all available inventory in period t is used to fulfill demand and hence,
y t+1 = 0 independent of the policy used at time t. Thus, the assignment in period t has no effect on
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Depiction of the Youngest-Out-First assignment strategy. In this example, y t + at = 7 and dt = 5.
Customers and devices are sorted by termination date and matched youngest to oldest. Unused devices
in inventory are carried over to the next period and age. Note that the only assignment that incurs
a cost is the assignment of the device with OEM warranty termination date 65 to the customer with
customer warranty termination date 66.

the assignments in periods [t + 1, T ]. The YOF policy is then optimal in period t since it minimizes
the costs in the current period.
The YOF policy will also have an adequate practical performance in cases where there is inventory
buildup and some of that inventory never needs to be used for replacement, e.g., when the number of
device arrivals exceeds the demand for replacement over the device’s life-cycle and excess inventory
is sold through side sales. In fact, under certain assumptions, we can bound the expected uncovered
warranty time for a given period as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let UtM Y be a random variable that represents the uncovered time of a customer
chosen at random at time t that requires a replacement device under some myopic policy. If at ≥
ξ t ≥ dt , then for any distribution of termination dates of the demand, we have, for a warranty

length of Tw , that
E[UtM Y


] ≤ Tw


1
√ + l .
dt

For WSP,  = 0.2% per day, Tw = 1 year and l = 21 days. Using the proposition above, in periods


where ξ t ≥ dt , the expected uncovered time under the myopic policy is at most 365 √1dt + 0.042

days. If dt = 250, which is about the average daily replacement demand for many devices sold
by WSP, then the average uncovered time in period t is less than 38 days. Although this bound
requires ξ t ≥ dt , it is very simple to calculate and can be used as a starting point to examine the
benefits of implementing a myopic assignment policy.
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Conversely, if inventory and arrivals exceed total demand, i.e., at + y t > dt , inventory is carried
over and using the YOF policy could lead to a poor inventory state. Then, a high assignment cost
might be incurred if the carry-over inventory has to be used in some future period. For example,
assume for some interval [t1 , t2 ] that bt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] (there are no side sales) and at = dt , i.e.,
the total number of arrivals into inventory in each period is the same as total demand, and the
number of devices in inventory remains the same over this interval. Then, under the YOF policy,
the inventory gets older over this interval, namely yt1  yt1 +1  . . .  yt2 for any realization of
demand and arrivals. Note that if in any period t there were an arriving device that was older than
a device in inventory, the YOF policy would use the younger device in inventory and carry over
the older arriving device. Hence, although the myopic policy minimizes the current period costs,
it will accumulate “old” devices in inventory, which is a downside of this policy. If in some period
t > t2 there is some shock on total demand and dt > at , some of the older inventory will be used,
leading to high assignment costs.
As an alternative to the class of myopic policies, we consider next the class of farsighted policies,
which aims to put the system in the best possible inventory state.
4.3.

Farsighted Assignment: The Oldest-Out-First Policy

Myopic polices do not take into account information about future demand. This may lead to policies
that are simple and, if well designed, have reasonable practical performance. In this section, we
examine a policy that does the opposite of the myopic policy: instead of taking into account costs
in the current period, it only takes into account future costs, i.e., in every period this policy solves
the problem in (4). Thus, this is a farsighted policy.
In general, farsighted policies are not optimal and, at a first glance, computing a farsighted policy
might seem to have the same complexity as computing the optimal policy. However, due to the
one-sided cost structure at WSP, and the resulting partial order of the state space described in
(5), we can easily derive a farsighted policy for the problem, which we call the Oldest-Out-First
(OOF) policy. Like the YOF policy, the OOF policy also sorts devices in inventory by warranty
termination date but now it matches devices in inventory to demand from oldest to youngest. The
OOF policy is described in Algorithm 2.
We will first show that the OOF policy is indeed a farsighted policy in the proposition below.
Proposition 4. For any state (yt , at , dt ), the OOF policy solves the optimization problem in (4).
When all devices in inventory and arrivals are used to satisfy demand, i.e., y t + at = dt the OOF
policy is the same as the myopic policy and, hence, is optimal. The OOF policy could also be
effective when the rate of demand is about the same as the arrival rate, i.e., if dt ≈ at . This will
guarantee that the device inventory will not grow older, which occurs when the YOF policy is used.
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Algorithm 2 Oldest-Out-First Policy
for all t do
1) Sort customer requests by customer warranty termination date (ignore the age of the
device that the customer is returning)
2) Sort devices in inventory by OEM warranty termination date
3) Match the oldest device in inventory (with lowest OEM warranty termination date) to the
oldest customer (with lowest customer warranty termination date).
4) Repeat Step 3 until all customer requests are fulfilled.
end for
In fact, consider the same example discussed for the YOF policy. Assume for some interval [t1 , t2 ]
that bt ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] (there are no side sales) and at = dt , i.e., the total number of arrivals into
inventory in each period is the same as total demand. Then, under the OOF policy we have the
inventory getting younger, in that yt2  yt2 −1  . . .  yt1 for any realization of demand and arrivals.
Hence, the OOF policy will accumulate “young” devices in inventory and, will be better positioned
to respond to a spike in total demand that will dip into the inventory. This is in complete contrast
to how the YOF policy behaves.
The OOF policy might perform poorly when there is excessive carry-over inventory, i.e., dt <<
y t + at , ∀t. In this case the OOF policy will be unable to clear old devices in inventory. For example,
consider a set-up where there is a large device inventory, ranging in age from young to old, and
only one demand request arrives per time-period. There is also one device arrival each period, and
the arriving device is young. The optimal policy would have a cost of (near) zero as we can always
assign a young device to the demand. However, the cost of the OOF policy could be very high as
we always assign the oldest device; and effectively any young device needs to wait its turn until it
becomes the oldest device and can then be assigned to the demand.
Ultimately, the performance of the OOF policy depends on the inventory management policy.
The OOF policy performs well as long as the amount of carry-over inventory is moderate or small,
in that it gets used and does not accumulate.
In our tests, the OOF policy has a reasonable performance and can perform better than the
myopic policy, as displayed in Table 1. This is because, at WSP, the demand is non-stationary, so
there is inventory build-up at the start of a device’s life-cycle, and then this inventory is used when
the demand for replacement devices peaks. In the following example, we present a sample path of
demand where the OOF policy performs better than any myopic policy.
Example where OOF is better than any myopic policy. Consider a setting where incoming
demand can have three termination dates {t1 , t1 + , t2 }, with t2 > t1 +  >> t ,  is small, lead time
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<latexit sha1_base64="3QsTIRR292VyE/ti+bMW+APQdQg=">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</latexit>

Inventory
t1

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

t1

Inventory
<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="h7Poeu58sHyiSf/jJKsA2VkBdTo=">AAACRXicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfWss2QyLURnxW1CYQatGyID9ARe4brzo5M+8xMy+Qh/+hbf2hfkM/ol20rdEMMunChcO553LPPUEkuLGl0quXWlpeWV1Lr2c2Nre2d7K53ZoJY82wykIR6kYABgVXWLXcCmxEGkEGAuvB8HIyrz+gNjxUd3YUYVtCX/EeZ2AdVbtCCarbyeZLxdK06CLwZyBPZnXTyXlHrW7IYonKMgHGNP1yZNsJaMuZwHGmFRuMgA2hj00HFUg07WRqd0wLjunSXqhdK0un7O+NBKQxIxk4pQQ7MH9nE3LuRBLIMf0RF37fFu47w8D9nfQxlGj1aN6cBN3n6sIvnnL1nya2vfN2wlUUW1Ts238vFtSGdBIp7XKNzIqRA8A0dxFQNgANzLrgMy5c/2+Ui6BWLvrHxfJtOV85mcWcJvvkgBwSn5yRCrkmN6RKGLknj+SJPHsv3pv37n18S1PebGePzJX3+QXcVLGY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

Cost = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="wcamEWW806a5Db2wqZ9FkJewZO4=">AAACR3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIOgl7EZFL4LgxWMEowEN0jvpxMF5LDO9QljyE171h/wEv8KbeHTyEIxiwUBRXU3XVJop6SmO36LS1PTM7Nz8QnlxaXlldW1948rb3AlsCKusa6bgUUmDDZKksJk5BJ0qvE4fzgbz60d0XlpzSb0MWxq6RnakAApS88x64ic8vlurxNV4CP6XJGNSYWPU79ajvdu2FblGQ0KB9zdJLaNWAY6kUNgv3+YeMxAP0MWbQA1o9K1iGLjPd4LS5h3rwjPEh+rPjQK09z2dBqcGuve/ZwNx4kSR6j7/Nu/8vK3AtL2A8POii1Yjud5kOA2uK81JUj2U5j9PTp3jViFNlhMaMcrfyRUnywel8rZ0KEj1AgHhZKiAi3twIChUXw7lJr+r/EuuatVkv1q7qFVOD8Y1z7Mtts12WcKO2Ck7Z3XWYIIp9sSe2Uv0Gr1HH9HnyFqKxjubbAKl6AskeLCq</latexit>

t1 + ✏

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

Cost = f (t2
<latexit sha1_base64="K7Sa06A8O+j24YJnKGnC0e6Nh/w=">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</latexit>

t2

t1

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

✏)

Demand
<latexit sha1_base64="h7Poeu58sHyiSf/jJKsA2VkBdTo=">AAACRXicdVBNS0JBFJ1nX2ZfWss2QyLURnxW1CYQatGyID9ARe4brzo5M+8xMy+Qh/+hbf2hfkM/ol20rdEMMunChcO553LPPUEkuLGl0quXWlpeWV1Lr2c2Nre2d7K53ZoJY82wykIR6kYABgVXWLXcCmxEGkEGAuvB8HIyrz+gNjxUd3YUYVtCX/EeZ2AdVbtCCarbyeZLxdK06CLwZyBPZnXTyXlHrW7IYonKMgHGNP1yZNsJaMuZwHGmFRuMgA2hj00HFUg07WRqd0wLjunSXqhdK0un7O+NBKQxIxk4pQQ7MH9nE3LuRBLIMf0RF37fFu47w8D9nfQxlGj1aN6cBN3n6sIvnnL1nya2vfN2wlUUW1Ts238vFtSGdBIp7XKNzIqRA8A0dxFQNgANzLrgMy5c/2+Ui6BWLvrHxfJtOV85mcWcJvvkgBwSn5yRCrkmN6RKGLknj+SJPHsv3pv37n18S1PebGePzJX3+QXcVLGY</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="0WB2il7sqbnH3Pb1KD9+RNMgVzg=">AAACSHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOgl5CNil6EgBe9RTAxokF6J504OI9lZlZYlnyFV/0h/8C/8CbenDyExGDBQFFdTddUFAtuXaXyEeTm5hcWl/LLhZXVtfWN4uZW0+rEMGwwLbRpRWBRcIUNx53AVmwQZCTwJno6H8xvntFYrtW1S2NsS+gp3uUMnJduL9UzKqdN+lAsVcqVIegsCcekRMaoP2wGB/cdzRLp95kAa+/CauzaGRjHmcB+4T6xGAN7gh7eeapAom1nw8R9uueVDu1q459ydKhObmQgrU1l5J0S3KP9OxuIUyeySPbpr3lv8rYA1bEM/NezHmqJzqTT4SSYHldnYfmYq/88ieuetjOu4sShYqP83URQp+mgVdrhBpkTqSfADPcVUPYIBpjz3Rd8ueHfKmdJs1oOD8vVq2qpdjSuOU92yC7ZJyE5ITVyQeqkQRiR5IW8krfgPfgMvoLvkTUXjHe2yRRyuR8nwrI8</latexit>

t1

t1 + ✏

t2

Inventory

Demand

<latexit sha1_base64="0WB2il7sqbnH3Pb1KD9+RNMgVzg=">AAACSHicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOgl5CNil6EgBe9RTAxokF6J504OI9lZlZYlnyFV/0h/8C/8CbenDyExGDBQFFdTddUFAtuXaXyEeTm5hcWl/LLhZXVtfWN4uZW0+rEMGwwLbRpRWBRcIUNx53AVmwQZCTwJno6H8xvntFYrtW1S2NsS+gp3uUMnJduL9UzKqdN+lAsVcqVIegsCcekRMaoP2wGB/cdzRLp95kAa+/CauzaGRjHmcB+4T6xGAN7gh7eeapAom1nw8R9uueVDu1q459ydKhObmQgrU1l5J0S3KP9OxuIUyeySPbpr3lv8rYA1bEM/NezHmqJzqTT4SSYHldnYfmYq/88ieuetjOu4sShYqP83URQp+mgVdrhBpkTqSfADPcVUPYIBpjz3Rd8ueHfKmdJs1oOD8vVq2qpdjSuOU92yC7ZJyE5ITVyQeqkQRiR5IW8krfgPfgMvoLvkTUXjHe2yRRyuR8nwrI8</latexit>

t1

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

t1

t1 + ✏

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

t1 + ✏

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

Cost = f (t2

Cost = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="wcamEWW806a5Db2wqZ9FkJewZO4=">AAACR3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIOgl7EZFL4LgxWMEowEN0jvpxMF5LDO9QljyE171h/wEv8KbeHTyEIxiwUBRXU3XVJop6SmO36LS1PTM7Nz8QnlxaXlldW1948rb3AlsCKusa6bgUUmDDZKksJk5BJ0qvE4fzgbz60d0XlpzSb0MWxq6RnakAApS88x64ic8vlurxNV4CP6XJGNSYWPU79ajvdu2FblGQ0KB9zdJLaNWAY6kUNgv3+YeMxAP0MWbQA1o9K1iGLjPd4LS5h3rwjPEh+rPjQK09z2dBqcGuve/ZwNx4kSR6j7/Nu/8vK3AtL2A8POii1Yjud5kOA2uK81JUj2U5j9PTp3jViFNlhMaMcrfyRUnywel8rZ0KEj1AgHhZKiAi3twIChUXw7lJr+r/EuuatVkv1q7qFVOD8Y1z7Mtts12WcKO2Ck7Z3XWYIIp9sSe2Uv0Gr1HH9HnyFqKxjubbAKl6AskeLCq</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="K7Sa06A8O+j24YJnKGnC0e6Nh/w=">AAACX3icdVFNSyNBEO3MrhrjV7J7koWlMQp6MGRGZb0IghePLmxUMGGo6dTExv4YumuEMOS2v2av65/Z4/6T7cQIRtkHDY9Xr6iq11mhpKdu908t+vBxaXmlvtpYW9/Y3Gq2Pl17WzqBPWGVdbcZeFTSYI8kKbwtHILOFN5kDxfT+s0jOi+t+UHjAgcaRkbmUgAFKW1+vbCe+BnfzfcpTfghpTE/7GPhpbLmYDdttrud7gz8PYnnpM3muEpbtYP+0IpSoyGhwPu7OCloUIEjKRROGv3SYwHiAUZ4F6gBjX5QzQ6Z8L2gDHluXXiG+Ex93VGB9n6ss+DUQPf+bW0qLoyoMj3hL+a917MVmKEXEBKpRmg1khsvLqfBjaQ5izsn0vzPU1J+OqikKUpCI573z0vFyfJp2HwoHQpS40BAOBki4OIeHAgKX9II4cZvo3xPrpNOfNRJvift8+N5zHX2he2wfRazb+ycXbIr1mOC/WS/2G/2VPsbrUSbUfPZGtXmPZ/ZAqLtf4mTtYI=</latexit>

t2

t1

✏)
<latexit sha1_base64="qXDET2ryoCWYh3EGtYx3tB+hEeY=">AAACQHicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0cFo4IuoXfSiUNmZpeZXmFZ8gVe9Yf8C//Am3j15CRGMIoFA0V1NV1Tcaqko3r9JShNTc/Mzs0vlBeXlldW19Y3Ll2SWYEtkajEXsfgUEmDLZKk8Dq1CDpWeBX3T4bzq3u0TibmgvIUIw09I7tSAHnpnNprlXqtPgL/S8IxqbAxztrrwe5tJxGZRkNCgXM3YSOlqABLUigclG8zhymIPvTwxlMDGl1UjJIOeNUrHd5NrH+G+Ej9uVGAdi7XsXdqoDv3ezYUJ04UsR7wb3P1520FpuME+C8XPUw0ks0nw2mwPWmOwtq+NP95MuoeRoU0aUZoxFf+bqY4JXzYJu9Ii4JU7gkIK30FXNyBBUG+87IvN/xd5V9y2aiFe7XGebNy3BzXPM+22DbbYSE7YMfslJ2xFhMM2QN7ZE/Bc/AavAXvX9ZSMN7ZZBMIPj4BtQ2vkw==</latexit>

OOF
Policy

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

t1

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NTAppbdgeZ8l8ycetA5V2acnIZY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

t1 + ✏

t1

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

t1

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

t1 + ✏

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="8kx1PrMz2JFsB9ewmvQXfvDDr08=">AAACS3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIChCyEZFL0LAi8cIRgUTQu+kEwfnscz0CmHJb3jVH/ID/A5v4sFJjGAUCwaK6mq6ppJUSU+VymtUmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrK6tb1x5mzmBDWGVdTcJeFTSYIMkKbxJHYJOFF4n92fD+fUDOi+tuaR+ii0NPSO7UgAFqUnteL+JqZfKmvZaqVKujMD/knhMSmyMens92mt2rMg0GhIKvL+Nqym1cnAkhcJBsZl5TEHcQw9vAzWg0bfyUegB3wlKh3etC88QH6k/N3LQ3vd1Epwa6M7/ng3FiRN5ogf827zz87YC0/ECwu/zHlqN5PqT4TS4njSncflImv88GXVPWrk0aUZoxFf+bqY4WT4slnekQ0GqHwgIJ0MFXNyBA0Gh/mIoN/5d5V9yVS3HB+XqxWGpdjiueZ5tsW22y2J2zGrsnNVZgwmWskf2xJ6jl+gteo8+vqyFaLyzySZQmPkE9VezEw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

Cost = f (✏)
<latexit sha1_base64="OyUcRIxgoiNnYoe/UhYrTuKIYMw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sX+vEOFDvhUz9Njp35mkrXdWubY=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXzr0ctgEPQSsjGiF0Hw4lHRJIKG0DvprIMzs8tMrxCWfIJX/SF/wl/wJl49OIkREoMFA0V1NV1TUaqko3L5LZianpmdm19YLCwtr6yurW9s1l2SWYE1kajE3kTgUEmDNZKk8Ca1CDpS2IgezvrzxiNaJxNzTd0UmxpiIztSAHnpilpha71YLpUH4JMkHJIiG+KitRHs37UTkWk0JBQ4dxtWUmrmYEkKhb3CXeYwBfEAMd56akCja+aDrD2+65U27yTWP0N8oI5u5KCd6+rIOzXQvfs764tjJ/JI9/iveXf0tgLTdgL8p/MYE41ku+PhNNhYmpOwdCjNf56MOsfNXJo0IzTiJ38nU5wS3u+Tt6VFQarrCQgrfQVc3IMFQb71gi83/FvlJKlXSuFBqXJZLZ5WhzUvsG22w/ZYyI7YKTtnF6zGBIvZE3tmL8Fr8B58BJ8/1qlguLPFxhB8fQMMrLA3</latexit>

t1

t1 + ✏

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

Cost = 0

Cost = f (✏)

2

3

<latexit sha1_base64="wcamEWW806a5Db2wqZ9FkJewZO4=">AAACR3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIOgl7EZFL4LgxWMEowEN0jvpxMF5LDO9QljyE171h/wEv8KbeHTyEIxiwUBRXU3XVJop6SmO36LS1PTM7Nz8QnlxaXlldW1948rb3AlsCKusa6bgUUmDDZKksJk5BJ0qvE4fzgbz60d0XlpzSb0MWxq6RnakAApS88x64ic8vlurxNV4CP6XJGNSYWPU79ajvdu2FblGQ0KB9zdJLaNWAY6kUNgv3+YeMxAP0MWbQA1o9K1iGLjPd4LS5h3rwjPEh+rPjQK09z2dBqcGuve/ZwNx4kSR6j7/Nu/8vK3AtL2A8POii1Yjud5kOA2uK81JUj2U5j9PTp3jViFNlhMaMcrfyRUnywel8rZ0KEj1AgHhZKiAi3twIChUXw7lJr+r/EuuatVkv1q7qFVOD8Y1z7Mtts12WcKO2Ck7Z3XWYIIp9sSe2Uv0Gr1HH9HnyFqKxjubbAKl6AskeLCq</latexit>

t1 + ✏

<latexit sha1_base64="OyUcRIxgoiNnYoe/UhYrTuKIYMw=">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</latexit>

t2

<latexit sha1_base64="5uxjOeHAkEuVpKnBg8pPYfXCvzA=">AAACQnicdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBENBLyMaIXgTBi0dFo4KG0DvpbIbMzC4zvUJY8gle9Yf8CX/Bm3j14CRGMIoFA0V1NV1TUaqko2r1JShMTc/Mzs0vFBeXlldW19Y3rlySWYENkajE3kTgUEmDDZKk8Ca1CDpSeB31Tobz63u0TibmkvopNjXERnakAPLSBbVqrbVStVIdgf8l4ZiU2BhnrfVg966diEyjIaHAuduwllIzB0tSKBwU7zKHKYgexHjrqQGNrpmPsg542Stt3kmsf4b4SP25kYN2rq8j79RAXfd7NhQnTuSRHvBvc/nnbQWm7QT4T+cxJhrJ9ifDabCxNEdhZV+a/zwZdQ6buTRpRmjEV/5OpjglfNgnb0uLglTfExBW+gq46IIFQb71oi83/F3lX3JVq4R7ldp5vXRcH9c8z7bYNtthITtgx+yUnbEGEyxmD+yRPQXPwWvwFrx/WQvBeGeTTSD4+AQOiLA4</latexit>

t2

Cost = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="wcamEWW806a5Db2wqZ9FkJewZO4=">AAACR3icdVDLSgNBEJyN7/jWo5fBIOgl7EZFL4LgxWMEowEN0jvpxMF5LDO9QljyE171h/wEv8KbeHTyEIxiwUBRXU3XVJop6SmO36LS1PTM7Nz8QnlxaXlldW1948rb3AlsCKusa6bgUUmDDZKksJk5BJ0qvE4fzgbz60d0XlpzSb0MWxq6RnakAApS88x64ic8vlurxNV4CP6XJGNSYWPU79ajvdu2FblGQ0KB9zdJLaNWAY6kUNgv3+YeMxAP0MWbQA1o9K1iGLjPd4LS5h3rwjPEh+rPjQK09z2dBqcGuve/ZwNx4kSR6j7/Nu/8vK3AtL2A8POii1Yjud5kOA2uK81JUj2U5j9PTp3jViFNlhMaMcrfyRUnywel8rZ0KEj1AgHhZKiAi3twIChUXw7lJr+r/EuuatVkv1q7qFVOD8Y1z7Mtts12WcKO2Ck7Z3XWYIIp9sSe2Uv0Gr1HH9HnyFqKxjubbAKl6AskeLCq</latexit>
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Example of a setting where the OOF policy is better than any myopic policy.

is 1, all devices are refurbished, and the OEM warranty of devices returned by customers has the
same termination date as the customer warranty. Assume the following demand pattern: when t is
odd, the demand is a single customer with termination date t1 + , and when t is even, the demand
is two customers with termination dates t1 and t2 . Hence, starting at t = 2, when t is even, there
will be one device with OEM warranty termination date t1 +  arriving into inventory, and when t
is odd, there will be two devices with warranty termination dates t1 and t2 arriving into inventory.
Also, assume that the initial inventory in period t = 1 has two devices: one with termination date
t1 and the other with termination date t2 . We illustrate this setting in Figure 4.
We now compare the costs of a myopic policy and the OOF policy for this demand path. In period
t = 1, a myopic policy will match the device with termination date t2 to the demand, resulting
in an assignment cost of 0 and an inventory in the start of period t = 2 consisting of one device
with termination date t1 and another with termination date t1 + . Then, in t = 2, both devices in
inventory are used and the assignment cost will be β · (t2 − t1 − ). In period t = 3 the demand and
inventory after arrivals are the same as period t = 1. Hence, for a horizon T where T < t1 and T is
even, the cost of the system will be T β · (t2 − t1 − )/2.
Conversely, in period t = 1, the OOF policy will match the device with termination date t1 to
the demand, resulting in an assignment cost of β, and an inventory in the start of period t = 2
consisting of one device with termination date t2 and another with termination date t1 + . Then,
in period t = 2, both devices are used and, since the termination dates of the incoming demand
is t2 and t1 , the assignment cost is 0. In period t = 3 the demand and inventory after arrivals is
the same as in t = 1. In this case, for a horizon of T where T < t1 and T is even, the cost of the
system will be T β · /2. The ratio between the total costs of any myopic policy and the OOF policy

is (t2 − t1 − )/. Since the difference t2 − t1 can be made arbitrarily large and  arbitrarily small,
the OOF policy can perform arbitrarily better than any myopic policy.
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This example highlights a key tension of the warranty matching problem: a low-cost assignment
in the current period can lead to high-cost states of the system in the future. In fact, completely
ignoring future inventory position might lead to an arbitrarily poor system performance. We now
introduce a heuristic policy that attempts to balance between short-term and long-term costs.
4.4.

Heuristic Policies: The Sampling Policy

We introduce a heuristic policy that is simple and incorporates elements from both the YOF and
OOF policy. This heuristic policy, which we denote the Sampling Policy, involves sampling, sorting,
and then matching devices in inventory to demand.
For both the YOF and the OOF policy, in any period the inventory usually has a very different
termination date distribution than the demand: under the YOF policy the inventory will tend to be
older than the incoming demand (they are “old” devices), while under the OOF policy it will tend
to be younger. Conceivably a better policy would manage the inventory so that its termination
date distribution was matched to that of the demand. More specifically, in period t, one would like
to achieve a low assignment cost in the current period while ensuring that the termination date
distribution of devices in yt+1 is similar to the distribution of termination dates in dt+1 .
Maintaining similarity between the distribution of yt and dt in every period t is the goal of the
Sampling Policy. This policy samples without replacement dt devices from the y t + at devices in
inventory in period t, and then assigns these devices to demand to minimize the costs in the current
period; as previously shown this can be done by the YOF policy, which is equivalent to the OOF
policy in this case. Then, since the termination date distribution of demand changes fairly slowly,
the devices carried over (if any) should have a similar distribution to future demand. The Sampling
Policy is described formally in Algorithm 3. Furthermore, as displayed in Table 1, the sampling
policy leads to lower uncovered costs than either the YOF or OOF policy.
Algorithm 3 The Sampling Policy
for all t do
1) Sort customer requests by customer warranty termination date (ignore the age of the
device that the customer is returning)
2) Sample without replacement dt devices from inventory and sort them by OEM warranty
termination date
3) Assign the sampled devices to demand following the YOF policy (which, in this case, is
the same as the OOF policy).
end for
By randomly selecting devices in inventory to satisfy demand, the distribution of warranty
termination dates of not selected devices that are carried over to the next period should not be
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too skewed and should be similar to the termination dates of incoming demand (as long as this
distribution does not change too rapidly). This feature of the sampling policy contrasts with the
YOF policy, where carried over devices are “old” relative to the incoming demand.
Furthermore, if total demand for replacements is high enough, the devices that are selected by
the sampling policy have roughly the same distribution of termination dates as the distribution of
termination dates of incoming demand. Once sampled devices are sorted and matched, this leads
to a low mismatch cost. This policy feature contrasts with the OOF policy, where selected devices
are “old” (so that carried over devices are “young”).
Thus, the sampling policy mitigates the downsides of the YOF and OOF policy and tries to
maintain a balanced distribution of termination dates in the carried over inventory. The sampling
policy will not be near optimal if there is very low incoming demand in some period (for example, if
there is demand for only one replacement device). In such case, the sampling policy will be similar
to the random assignment policy.
Finally, we note that since WSP holds inventory in a centralized reverse logistics facility that
processes all warranty claims and device returns, the YOF, OOF, and sampling policies are practical.
The YOF and OOF policies could be implemented as long as devices can be easily sorted by
termination date. We believe that the sampling policy is potentially the easiest policy to implement,
as it only requires the sampled devices to be sorted. This set of sampled devices can be obtained
by any picking strategy that picks phones independent of their age (e.g., FIFO).

5.

Numerical Experiments

We now compare and contrast the assignment policies introduced in the previous section through
numerical experiments and we investigate the sensitivity of the assignment policies to changes
in seed-stock. In addition, this section concludes by simulating the performance of these policies
with real data from our partner WSP. For the simulations in this section, we built a discrete-time
simulator using the Julia programming language (Lubin and Dunning 2015). This simulator allows
the warranty claims, devices and their termination date to be individually realized.
We will use the average uncovered time per replacement device shipped as a metric for measuring
the performance of the different assignment policies. That is, we set the assignment cost ct (i, j) =
(j − max(i, t))+ for when a device with OEM-warranty termination date i is assigned to a customer
with termination date j. Since a customer can experience multiple device failures, this is a measure
of WSP’s exposure to out-of-OEM-warranty returns.
We also compute a lower bound for the assignment problem where we assume that WSP knows
all future warranty claims and their corresponding customer warranty termination dates. The lower
bound is then the solution of the resulting large-scale assignment problem, and is a very conservative
bound since it assumes that all future information is available to WSP.
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Comparing the Different Assignment Policies

We assume a simulation horizon of two years and we let one discrete period correspond to one
week. We also assume that when a customer purchases a new device, both the OEM and customer
warranties start simultaneously, and that both the customer and the OEM warranty have a length
of 52 weeks. In all our experiments, we replicate the simulation of the entire life-cycle 100 times.
We assume that 100,000 devices are sold over a product’s life-cycle, and that all sales occur
during the first 32 weeks after a product’s launch date and decrease linearly over the sales horizon.
Furthermore, we assume that prices of new and refurbished devices depreciate exponentially at
a rate of 50% per year2 . We assume that the initial wholesale price of devices that WSP sources
is $100 per device. We also assume the WSP sells a refurbished device for an initial price of $75
per device. For each time period, the number of refurbished devices that are sold through side
sales channels instead of being used to meet warranty demand, is based on the certainty-equivalent
approximation in Calmon and Graves (2017). This approximation calculates the selldown level in
each time period by assuming that the demand and arrival processes of devices are equal to their
average values.
When a failed device is sent to the OEM for repair/refurbishment, the device keeps aging and
consuming OEM warranty. Upon completion of the refurbishment process, the device is returned
to the inventory at WSP’s reverse logistics facility. In each time period, refurbished devices can
be used to meet warranty demand or carried over to the next period or sold. Any device failures
that occur beyond a customer’s warranty period are not replaced. In addition, new devices can be
purchased from the OEM in case of shortages.
We assume a three-week deterministic lead time from when a device fails until it completes repair
and is returned to inventory, and a 20% probability that a device sent to the OEM is not repaired
and leaves the system. We assume that in each period the reverse logistics facility receives into its
inventory a seed-stock of new devices, equal to 5% of the devices sold during that period. We also
assume that the failure distribution of new devices follows an exponential distribution with a mean
failure time of 48 months. This leads to a constant weekly hazard rate of 0.0051 for the devices and
approximately 22% of new devices fail under warranty. Finally, to simplify our experiment, we only
simulate the first device failure and measure its assignment cost3 . In Appendix EC.6 we discuss
the case where devices have an increasing failure rate.
2

Two data sources for phone price depreciation are (i) the depreciation of used phones (https://www.bankmycell.
com/blog/phone-depreciation/) and (ii) CamelCamelCamel, a website that tracks Amazon prices (https://
camelcamelcamel.com)

3

We have found that incorporating the second and subsequent failures of a device will have insignificant impact on
the general findings from these experiments.
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Figure 5

Average number of devices received into inventory and warranty claims per period for 100 replications
of the life-cycle.

The number of devices received into inventory, the inventory level, and the number of warranty
claims are common for all assignment policies as they only depend on new device sales and their
failure times4 . For each time period, Figure 5 depicts a sample path of the number of devices
received into inventory and the number of warranty requests. Observe that the largest inventory
build-up and depletion occurs during the first part of the simulation horizon, which is representative
for many devices of our partner WSP. We plot the correspoding inventory level for this sample
path in Figure 6a and display the number of new devices needed to cover shortages in Figure 6b.
For the time window t ∈ [10, 32], Figure 7 depicts the average age of the inventory for each
policy for each week after the assignments, and the average age of the incoming warranty claims,
which is the same for all policies. We observe that a set of old devices gets “stuck” in inventory
under the YOF policy, while the OOF policy results in the youngest inventory over this interval.
For the sampling and random policies, we observe that the average age of the inventory is fairly
close to the average age of the incoming warranty claims.
The age distribution of the inventory dictates the performance of the assignment policies. Initially,
relative to the OOF policy, the YOF policy’s average uncovered time is lowest. However, when
inventory becomes scarce, the OOF policy outperforms the YOF policy due to having younger
4

This condition would not hold if we included second and subsequent failures of a device.
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Average age of the inventory and warranty claims for time window t ∈ [10, 32].

devices in inventory. When there is minimal inventory (e.g., after week 32), the YOF, OOF and
sampling policy all perform very similarly5 .
5

We note that there is minimal inventory towards the end of the device’s life-cycle because, at this stage, the demand
for replacement devices is decreasing over time (as observed in Figure 5), such that there are more incoming refurbished
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This is the general pattern given an inventory build-up as shown in Figure 6a. The inventory
build-up depends on the imbalance between received devices into inventory and warranty claims,
both of which depend on the sales pattern for new devices. On the one hand, a larger inventory
peak may affect the YOF policy’s performance in a negative way as it may generate a larger number
of old devices that eventually need to be used to meet warranty demand; on the other hand, the
OOF policy’s performance might be affected by a set of old devices that cannot be immediately
cleared.
Over 100 replications, the average uncovered time per device is 2.89 weeks for the random
assignment policy, 0.41 weeks for the YOF policy, 0.31 weeks for the OOF policy, and 0.22 weeks
for the sampling policy. The OOF and sampling policies seem to outperform the YOF policy by
avoiding the accumulation of old devices in inventory during the inventory build-up phase at the
start of the life-cycle, as shown in Figure 7.
5.2.

Sensitivity analysis

For some OEMs, the contract terms stipulate a seed-stock of new devices that the OEM provides
to WSP to be used as replacement devices for the initial warranty claims. We show that variations
of the seed-stock percentage affect the size and length of the inventory build-up and thus the
assignment policies’ performance.
Figure 8 shows the impact of changing the seed-stock percentage from 5% of sales to 3% or to
7% of sales. For the decrease to 3%, we find that more devices are being kept to meet warranty
requests during the first periods of the life-cycle and, similarly, we observe more devices being sold
in case of an increase to 7%.
Table 2 shows the sensitivity to a change in the seed-stock percentage for 100 replications. On
average, the YOF policy outperforms the OOF policy for a seed-stock percentage of 3% of sales,
whereas the OOF policy outperforms the YOF policy for a seed-stock percentage of 5% and 7% of
sales. For all cases, the sampling policy does best6 .
The size and length of the inventory build-up plays an important role on the performance of the
assignment policies. When comparing the 3% and 7% cases under the YOF policy, we find that, on
average, older devices accumulate in inventory and eventually are used to meet warranty demand
at a high assignment cost. This especially harms the performance of the YOF policy in the latter
case. Conversely, higher seed-stock improves the performance of the OOF policy, since with higher
seed-stock, younger devices accumulate in inventory.
devices from the OEM than demand for replacement devices in every period, and the inventory management policy
sells the excess incoming devices.
6

We conducted a Kolgomorov-Smirnov hypothesis test to verify whether the samples are drawn from the same
distribution. The outcome of each pairwise test rejects the hypothesis with a p-value < 0.001.
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Figure 8

Inventory level for different seed-stock rates as a percentage of sales.

Assignment policy 3% seed-stock 5% seed-stock 7% seed-stock
Random policy 2.70 (0.04)
2.89 (0.04)
2.88 (0.04)
YOF policy 0.36 (0.02)
0.41 (0.03)
0.47 (0.03)
OOF policy 0.40 (0.02)
0.31 (0.02)
0.29 (0.02)
Sampling 0.22 (0.02)
0.22 (0.02)
0.23 (0.02)
Lower bound 0.16 (0.02)
0.16 (0.02)
0.16 (0.02)
Table 2

Average and standard deviation (between brackets) of the uncovered time (in weeks) of each
assignment policy for a 2% change in seed-stock

5.3.

Simulation based on data from WSP

We now compare the performance of the assignment policies when applied to sales and failure data
for five of WSP’s best-selling models, which we refer to as model A to model E. For every device
of each model that is sold we have the device’s sales date and failure date (if the device failed at
all). We depict the number of sold and failed devices for each model in Figure EC.3 in Appendix
EC.9, and the hazard rates of three models in Figure EC.2 in Appendix EC.7.
In practice, over 10% of the devices sold for each model failed under warranty. For these tests,
we assume an 80% probability that a failed device is refurbished and that seed-stock corresponds
to 1% of sales. We set the OEM lead time to three weeks. We assume that the OEM warranty
for each device starts on its sales date, as does the customer warranty; and we assume that both
warranties are for twelve months.
Similar to our previous simulations, we assume that prices of new and refurbished devices
depreciate at a rate of 50% per year over the entire simulation horizon and we use the certaintyequivalent approximation to calculate the selldown levels (Calmon and Graves 2017). We assume
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Model Random YOF OOF Sampling
policy policy policy policy
A
100%
25%
22%
15%
B
100%
23%
19%
13%
C
100%
17%
15%
10%
D
100%
21%
24%
17%
E
100%
23%
28%
17%
Table 3

Expected number of out-of-OEM-warranty repairs as a percent of the out-of-OEM-warranty repairs
under the random assignment policy

a daily time period so that there are failures and matching on a daily basis. The simulation time
horizon for each model is 972 days.
In Table 1 we display the average uncovered time for each assignment policy for each model. Since
we have data on which device was sent to which customer, we can estimate the average uncovered
time for WSP’s current policy 7 . In Table 3 we report the expected number of out-of-OEM-warranty
repairs for each assignment policy for each model as a percent of the out-of-OEM-warranty repairs
of the random assignment policy (we omit the absolute numbers to preserve the confidentiality of
our industrial partner’s data). To estimate the expected number of out-of-OEM-warranty repairs,
we first calculate each device’s empirical failure age distribution using WSP’s data. We assume
that each replacement device has age zero when sent to a customer. Then, we use the empirical
failure age distribution to compute the probability that the device will fail after the device’s OEM
warranty ends but before the end of the customer’s warranty. The expected number of out-of-OEMwarranty failures is the sum of these probabilities across all device-customer assignments. When
comparing our assignment policies to the random policy, we find an average percentage reduction
of the average number of out-of-OEM-warranty repairs between 78% to 86%.
For all device models, the best performing policy is the sampling policy. As discussed in Section
4, the sampling policy allows for the distribution of warranty termination dates of the devices
carried over to be similar to the distribution of customer warranty termination dates of incoming
demand. Furthermore, since in WSP’s setting there is a large volume of warranty claims per day,
the sampling policy will have a low assignment cost in every period. If there were very few warranty
claims per day, the performance of the sampling policy would degrade. We examine the sensitivity
of the sampling policy to the number of devices sold by WSP in Appendix EC.8.
In Figure 9 we show the inventory levels for models A and E. Similar to our numerical analysis
in the previous subsection, we observe a single inventory peak for model A. The inventory build-up
leads to a set of old devices getting stuck in inventory under the YOF policy; the YOF policy then
7

The actual uncovered time is likely longer due to two reasons: the OEM warranty may start before the device was
sold to the customer, as we assume in the simulation; and some customers will buy an extended warranty that goes
beyond the assumed one year.
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must assign these old devices during the following inventory depletion period. This results in a
poor performance of the YOF policy compared to the OOF policy. Compared to model A, model E
experiences three shorter inventory peaks which results in a better performance for the YOF policy.
However, for model E, the inventory accumulations that occur later in the time horizon hurt the
performance of the OOF policy, as this policy must increasingly assign older devices to warranty
claims that are declining over time.
5.4.

Economic cost of different policies

In this section, we estimate and compare the economic cost of the different policies. Although our
main insights do not change, this cost analysis allows us to: (i) take into account the potential
decrease of refurbishment costs during the life-cycle of the device, and (ii) estimate potential savings
for WSP. We note that, at any given moment, WSP is managing a customer base of over 150
million customers8 .
We assume that the cost of repairing an out-of-OEM-warranty return is one third of the wholesale
price of a new device at the time the warranty claim is filed; that is, at time t the refurbishment
cost rt = pt /3, where pt is the wholesale price of a new device. We expect that this assumption
is conservative; for instance, Apple charges consumers over 50% the MSRP of devices for out-ofwarranty repairs9 . Then, when a device with OEM warranty termination date i is assigned to a
8

Data on the largest American WSPs is publicly available: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_
States_wireless_communications_service_providers
9

https://support.apple.com/iphone/repair/service/pricing
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Device

Table 4

Random YOF OOF Sampling
Policy Policy Policy Policy

A
B
C
D
E

0.387
0.516
0.324
0.423
0.214

0.094
0.117
0.066
0.084
0.047

0.077
0.095
0.061
0.101
0.058

0.050
0.061
0.041
0.066
0.034

Average

0.374

0.082

0.079

0.050

Expected out-of-OEM repair costs weighted by the total number of devices sold of each model for
different assignment policies. The unit of the values in the table is $/device sold.

customer with customer warranty termination date j, where j > i, the expected cost is
Expected cost =

j
X
k=max(i,t)

rk · Pr(device fails at time k)

where Pr(device fails at time k) is estimated from the device’s empirical failure age distribution.
Based on these assumptions, we use the warranty data to estimate the total expected out-of-OEMwarranty repair cost for each device. We assume that a new phone costs $750 and that WSP sources
a new phone for a wholesale price of about $650 for a 15% gross margin. Therefore, the initial
out-of-OEM-warranty repair cost is $217 per device and we assume that this cost depreciates at a
rate of 50% per year10 .
We report the expected out-of-OEM-warranty repair cost per device sold for each model in Table
4. By weighting by the number of devices sold for each model we obtain the average expected cost
per device sold for each policy; for the random assignment policy, the average is $0.374 per device
sold and for the sampling policy it is $0.050 per device sold, a cost reduction of 87%.
If we assume that consumers change devices once every three years on average, then WSP sells
about 50 million devices per year. If we then use the costs from Table 4, we can estimate that
switching from random assignment to the sampling policy would lead to savings of about $16
million per year (namely 50 million · ($0.374 − $0.050)).

6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we model and analyze the problem of assigning devices to customers in a closed-loop
system when there are two warranties in place: (a) the customer warranty offered by the retailer
to the customer, and the (b) OEM warranty, provided by the OEM to the retailer. Ideally the two
warranties would be matched, i.e., the customer would have the same time left in his customer
10

This estimate is conservative. Data from Apple (https://support.apple.com/iphone/repair/service/pricing)
indicates that the repair costs of phones depreciates at a rate lower than 50% per year. Furthermore, the $250 initial
cost for repairs would imply that a company such as Apple has gross margin from servicing of over 100% for most
devices, which is likely too high.
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warranty as the device would have left in the OEM warranty. A mismatch between these warranties
incurs costs to the retailer: when a customer still covered by the customer warranty has a device
that fails, and this device is not covered by the OEM warranty.
We formulated the problem as a discrete-time stochastic dynamic program that takes into account
the closed-loop nature of the system, as well as the termination date of customers and devices.
Given this setting, we analyzed different assignment strategies and how they impact the average
uncovered time. In particular, we focused on four different policy classes that consider different
trade-offs in this dynamic optimization problem.
First, we analyzed random assignment both as as a proxy for WSP’s current practice and as a
benchmark. We proved a distribution-free upper bound on the expected mismatch cost for this
policy. This bound has a practical interpretation and can help a manager decide whether it is worth
investing in an assignment policy other than random assignment.
Second, we considered the Youngest-Out-First policy, where customers and devices are sorted
by age and matched from youngest to oldest. This policy is optimal if we run out of inventory in
any period, and it performs well if the inventory build-up never needs to be used for replacements.
However, this policy has a major drawback, namely the YOF policy may lead to an accumulation
of old devices in the system. These devices might become out-of-OEM-warranty returns when sent
to customers.
Third, we addressed this drawback through the Oldest-Out-First policy. This policy also sorts
devices and customers by age but now matches them from oldest to youngest. This policy aims to
avoid allowing devices to “age” in inventory. The OOF policy is also an optimal policy if we run
out of inventory in any period and it will outperform the YOF policy, if we build inventory that
we then use in the near term for replacements. However, the OOF policy will perform very poorly
when we accumulate a large inventory over the device’s life-cycle.
Finally, we introduced the sampling policy where devices in inventory are sampled, sorted, and
then matched to demand. This policy blends elements of the YOF and the OOF policy.
These policies are practical, since WSP has a centralized reverse logistics facility for processing
warranty claims and device returns. Also, if perfectly sorting all devices is challenging, WSP can
perform a “coarse” sorting where sampled devices are not perfectly sorted and are, instead, sorted
by termination week (or even month). This “coarse” sort would still present significant benefits,
albeit with some degradation on the order of a few days.
Through numerical simulation experiments, we observe that the YOF, OOF and sampling policies
significantly decrease the average number of uncovered weeks compared to random assignment. The
relative performance of the OOF and YOF policies depends on the length and size of the inventory
build-up.
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These findings were confirmed using sales and failure dates from five of WSP’s best-selling models.
We observe that the YOF, OOF and sampling policies present vast improvements over random
assignment due to the power of sorting requests and devices as the average uncovered time, as well
as the expected number of out-of-OEM-warranty failures, is reduced by between 75% to 90%.
Our analysis assumes a fairly simple structure of the assignment cost. Examining matching
policies that account for time or age-dependent failure rates could lead to more effective assignment
policies.
We note that the side-sales policy is key to the assignment policies’ performance as it puts a
bound on how much the inventory can grow. Thus, a promising future research direction is to
examine both inventory management and device assignment with an integrated model. Another
research opportunity might be the examination of other dynamic optimization problems with a cost
and state-space structure that leads to simple farsighted policies performing better than myopic
policies. Finally, in other practical settings the refurbished inventory might be held in multiple
regional facilities, which would add another dimension to the assignment problem.
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Electronic Companion: Proofs and Additional Figures
EC.1.

Motivation for Cost Function Proportional to Uncovered
Warranty Time

In Section 3, we specify the cost of assigning a device with OEM warranty termination date i to
a customer with warranty termination date j at time t by ct (i, j) = β · (j − max(i, t))+ . That is,
we assume that the expected out-of-OEM-warranty failure cost is proportional to the uncovered
warranty time (j − max(i, t))+ . We now provide motivation for this approximation for exponential
and Weibull failure age distributions. We will use the terminology failure age for the time of failure,
as we are modeling the failure time as it depends on the age of the device. In this analysis, we
assume that when a replacement device is sent to a customer at time t, the age of the device at
time t is zero since the device is not in use while in WSP’s inventory.
EC.1.1.

Exponential Failure Age Distribution

If the failure age follows an Exponential distribution with rate λ, the probability of an out-of-OEMwarranty failure is the probability that the device fails at time τ with max(i, t) ≤ τ ≤ j. Thus, if
max(i, t) ≤ j,
Pr(max(i, t) ≤ τ ≤ j) =

Z

j

λe−λ(x−t) dx

max(i,t)
λt
−λ max(i,t)

=e · e


− e−λj .

If the out-of-warranty cost is proportional to the failure probability, we have
ct (i, j) = βeλt e−λ max(i,t) − e−λj

+

.

The function e−λx − e−λy is neither convex nor concave for any positive values of x and y and for
any rate λ.
The first-order approximation of e−λx around some point a is e−λa − λe−λa · (x − a). Thus, the
first-order approximation of the cost ct (i, j) around t is
∼ β · λ · eλt · e−λt · (j − max(i, t))+ = β · λ · (j − max(i, t))+ .
ct (i, j) =

Hence, the first-order approximation of the out-of-warranty cost is proportional to the uncovered
warranty time.
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Weibull Failure Age Distribution

Similar to the previous case, if the failure age follows a Weibull Distribution with scale 1/λ and
shape parameter k, the probability of an out-of-OEM-warranty failure is the probability that the
failure time τ occurs between max(i, t) and j. Thus, if max(i, t) ≤ j,
Pr(max(i, t) ≤ τ ≤ j) = Pr(τ ≤ j) − Pr(τ ≤ max(i, t))
k

k

= e−(λ(max(i,t)−t)) − e−(λ(j−t)) .
If the out-of-warranty cost is proportional to the failure probability, we have


k +
k
+
ct (i, j) = β · e−(λ(max(i,t)−t)) − e−(λ(j−t))
= β · (g(max(i, t) − t, j − t)) ,
k

k

where g(x, y) = e−(λx) − e−(λy) . The function g(x, y) is not necessarily convex or concave, since
the Hessian of g(x, y) is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues



k
k
e−(λx) kλk xk−2 (1 − k(1 − (λx)k )), −e−(λy) kλk y k−2 (1 − k(1 − (λy)k )) .

The first-order approximation of the exponential in g(x, y) around some point x = y = a > 0
yields
k

g(x, y) ≈ ke−(λa) λk ak−1 (y − x).
If we use this approximation in (1) with a = t we obtain a first-order approximation that is
proportional to the uncovered warranty time.

EC.2.

Proofs for Random Matching

Before proving Proposition 1, we first introduce an auxiliary result.
Lemma EC.1. Let X and Y be two discrete random variables with bounded support [1, m]. Let
p be the probability distribution of X and p̃ be the distribution of Y . Also, let X and Y have a
bounded Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, i.e.,
k
X
i=1

pi −

k
X
i=1

p̃i ≤ , ∀k = 1, . . . , m.

Then, for any positive convex increasing function f : R → R, where f (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0, we have
E[f (X − Y )] ≤

(1 + )2
f (m − 1).
4

Furthermore, this bound is tight.
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Proof. Finding the upper bound is equivalent to solving.
max
p,p̃

s.t.

m X
m
X
j=1 i=1
m
X

p̃i · pj · f (j − i)

pi = 1,

i=1
k
X
i=1

m
X

p̃i = 1,

(EC.1)

i=1

pi −

k
X
i=1

p̃i ≤ , ∀k = 1, . . . , m,

p, p̃ ≥ 0.
The optimization problem is not convex since the objective function is not concave. In order to
reformulate this problem as a convex optimization problem, we first prove that there is an optimal
solution, (p∗ , p̃∗ ) where p∗2 = . . . = p∗m−1 = 0 and p̃∗2 = . . . = p̃∗m−1 = 0. Consider two random variables
(X, Y ) with distributions (p, p̃) that are feasible for the optimization problem above and have
pk > 0 or p̃k > 0 for some k ∈ [2, m − 1]. Then, consider alternative random variables (X 0 , Y 0 ) with
distributions (p0 , p̃0 ) such that

X 0 = X · 1{X6=k} + Z · 1{X=k} ,
where Z and Z 0 have the same distribution and

Y 0 = Y · 1{Y 6=k} + Z 0 · 1{Y =k}

1{·} is the indicator function. Let the distribution

of Z be
(
1, with prob. m−k
m−1
Z=
k−1
,
m, with prob. m−1
and E[Z] = k. The distributions of X 0 and Y 0 are

pj , if X ∈
/ {1, k, m},



p + p m−k , if j = 1,
1
k m−1
and
p0j =
k−1

pm + pk m−1
, if j = m,



0, if j = k,


p̃j , if Y ∈
/ {1, k, m},



p̃ + p̃ m−k , if j = 1,
1
k m−1
p̃0j =
k−1
p̃m + p̃k m−1
, if j = m,



0, if j = k.

Note that E[X 0 ] = E[X] and E[Y 0 ] = E[Y ], but pk = p̃k = 0. Also, since we are “splitting” the
weights pk and p̃k in the same way, all the constraints in (EC.1) are still satisfied. Since the function
(x − y)+ is jointly convex in (x, y) we can use Jensen’s Inequality to obtain
E[f (X 0 − Y 0 )] = EX,Y [EZ,Z 0 [f (X · 1{X6=k} + Z · 1{X=k} − Y · 1{Y 6=k} − Z 0 · 1{Y =k} )|X, Y ]]
≥ EX,Y [f (X · 1{X6=k} + E[Z] · 1{X=k} − Y · 1{Y 6=k} − E[Z 0 ] · 1{Y =k} )]

= EX,Y [f (X · 1{X6=k} + k · 1{X=k} − Y · 1{Y 6=k} − k · 1{Y =k} )]

= EX,Y [f (X − Y )].
Hence, (X 0 , Y 0 ) attains a higher objective than (X, Y ). We can repeat this procedure for any other
positive component in the interval [2, m − 1] of either p or p̃. Since this procedure applies for any
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discrete distribution with support [1, m], we can rewrite the optimization problem only considering
distributions that have positive weights on 1 and m. Thus, the optimization problem becomes
max
p1 ,p̃1

s.t.

p∗m

f (m − 1)(1 − p1 ) · p̃1
0 ≤ p1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ p̃1 ≤ 1,

(EC.2)

|p1 − p̃1 | ≤ .

and the optimal solution is
= p̃∗1 = 1/2 + /2, p∗1 = p̃∗m = 1/2 − /2 and p∗k = p̃∗k = 0, ∀k
2
[2, . . . , m − 1]. The optimal objective is (1+)
f (m − 1) and, by construction, the bound is tight.
4

∈



With the result above in hand, we now prove Proposition 1.
Proof of Proposition 1.
First, using the triangle inequality and (6), note that
max |Pr(Dt ≤ k) − Pr(Dt−l−z ≤ k)| ≤ (l + z), ∀t.

k=1,...m

(EC.3)

To keep our notation aligned with the previous proposition, we assume that the cost of assigning
a device with OEM warranty termination date i to a customer with warranty termination date j
at time t is ct (i, j) = f (j − max(i, t)), where f is a convex non-decreasing function and f (x) = 0 for
x ≤ 0 (the uncovered warranty time satisfies this assumption). Note that since f (x) = 0 if x ≤ 0, we
have
E[f (Dt − max(Dt−l−Z , t))] = E[f (max(Dt , t) − max(Dt−l−Z , t))].
Thus, we can consider, WLOG, discrete distributions with support starting at t. Furthermore, since
devices and customers have a warranty length of Tw , at time t, customers and devices will have
latest warranty termination date of t + Tw (corresponding to devices and customers whose warranty
starts at t and ends at t + Tw ). Thus, we can assume, WLOG, discrete distributions with support
at most [t, t + Tw ].
Then, once again using the fact that f is a convex function and f (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0, we use Lemma
EC.1 to obtain
E[f (Dt − max(Dt−l−Z , t))] = EZ [E[f (Dt − max(Dt−l−Z , t))|Z]]


(1 + (l + Z))2
≤ EZ
f (Tw + t − t)
4
E[(1 + (l + Z))2 ]
=
f (Tw ).
4
Since E[(l + Z)2 ] = var(Z) + (E[l + Z])2 we have
E[(1 + (l + Z))2 ] = 1 + 2(l + E[Z]) + E[(l + Z)2 ]2
= 1 + 2(l + E[Z]) + var(Z)2 + (l + E[Z])2 2
= (1 + (l + E[Z]))2 + var(Z)2 .
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Recall that Z follows a geometric distribution with parameter d/(y + d). Thus, E[Z] = (y + d)/d
and var(Z) = y(y + d)/d2 , which gives the constants in the statement of the proposition.
To show that the bound is tight, we use an argument similar to the end of the proof of Lemma
EC.1. First, assume that Dt follows a two-point distribution (as in Lemma EC.1) with positive
weights on t and t + Tw , and that, for any value of Z, Dt−l−Z follows the same distribution. Then for
this two-point distribution, we have E[f (Dt − max(Dt−l−Z , t))|Z] =

(1+(l+Z))2
f (Tw ).
4

Since f (Tw )

does not depend on the realization of Z (it depends only on the warranty length), we can take the
expectation over Z of both sides of the equality which yields the tight bound.
In order to obtain the expectation E[UtR ] we note that the bound above is independent of t.

EC.3.



Proofs for the YOF Policy

Proof of Proposition 2.
For the assignment problem given by (3), it is always optimal to use the dt youngest devices in
inventory (i.e., the dt devices with highest termination date) to satisfy customer demand.
We now argue that it is optimal to sort the dt youngest devices in inventory and the customer
demand and match them from highest termination date to lowest termination date. We argue
by contradiction. Assume that there is an optimal matching of devices to warranty claims that
differs from the YOF matching and has a total cost that is strictly less than the one generated by
the YOF policy. By assumption, there must be at least one “crossing”, i.e., two devices in stock,
with termination dates i1 and i2 , that are each matched to warranty claims from customers with
termination dates j1 and j2 , respectively, and i1 ≥ i2 and j1 ≤ j2 . The term “crossing” is used here
because if we arranged all the requests and devices in stock by termination date, and then looked
at the network formed by matching devices in stock to requests, we would have crossing edges in
any solution other than the one generated by the YOF policy.
To simplify notation, we define ct (i, j) = f (j − i), where f is a non-decreasing and convex function.
Thus, since f is non-decreasing and convex in j − i, we can match i1 with j2 and i2 with j1 , and
potentially improve the cost, obtaining a contradiction. To show this, let ∆j = j2 − j1 . Then,
ct (i1 , j1 ) + ct (i2 , j2 ) − ct (i1 , j2 ) − ct (i2 , j1 ) =
= f (j1 − max(i1 , t)) + f (j2 − max(i2 , t)) − f (j2 − max(i1 , t)) − f (j1 − max(i2 , t))
= f (j1 − max(i1 , t)) − f (j1 − max(i1 , t) + ∆j ) + f (j1 − max(i2 , t) + ∆j ) − f (j1 − max(i2 , t))
≥ f 0 (j1 − max(i1 , t))(−∆j ) + f 0 (j1 − max(i2 , t))∆j

= f 0 (j1 − max(i2 , t)) − f 0 (j1 − max(i1 , t)) ∆j
≥ 0.
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The first inequality comes from the fact that f is convex (if f were not differentiable, a subgradient
can be used), and the last inequality comes from the assumptions that i1 ≥ i2 and that f is
non-decreasing and convex, such that f 0 (x) ≥ f 0 (y) for any x ≥ y.

We can repeat this procedure iteratively for all the “crossings” (and crossings that can be
potentially added during the procedure), and eventually end in a solution where no crossings exist,
which is exactly the one generated by the YOF policy, which is a contradiction. Since inventory is
renewed in each period, the proof is complete.



Proof of Proposition 3.
Since ξ t ≥ dt , we upper-bound the mismatch cost by assuming that only incoming devices into

inventory are used. If ξ t > dt , then we assume that dt of the incoming devices are chosen at random

to be sorted and assigned to the incoming demand. When matching the dt arriving devices to the
demand, the YOF policy is optimal and any myopic policy will do the same procedure. If carried
over devices or seed-stock could be used as well (which is the case in any myopic policy including
the YOF policy) the cost would be potentially lower.
t

For each period t, let {Dt }di=1 be a set with the warranty termination dates of the dt customers in
(i)

the demand, and let Dt denote the termination date of the i-th youngest customer in the demand.
t

Also, let F̂t be the empirical CDF of the warranty termination dates {Dt }di=1 . We note that, for
any x, F̂t (x) is a random variable and
dt

1 X
F̂t (x) = t
1{Dt ≤x} ,
d i=1
where 1{·} is the indicator function. Let Ft be the CDF of the termination dates Dt in period t. Then,

1{Dt ≤x} is a Binomial random variable with parameter Ft (x) = Pr(Dt ≤ x). Thus, E[F̂t (x)] = Ft (x)
and var(F̂t (x)) =

Ft (x)(1−Ft (x))
.
dt

Furthermore, since we choose dt of the arriving devices at random to be used as replacements, and
since we assume that the warranty termination dates of customers in the incoming demand is the
same as the warranty termination date of the devices that they return for repair, the termination
dates of devices used as replacement at time t follows the same distribution as the termination
(i)

dates of the demand in period t − l. Hence, denote by Dt−l the warranty termination date of the

i-th youngest device among the dt devices sampled to be used as replacement at time t. Similarly,
we denote by F̂t−l the empirical CDF of the warranty termination dates of the dt devices used as
replacement, and note that E[F̂t−l (x)] = Ft−l (x) and var(F̂t−l (x)) =
We have that
E[UtM Y

Ft−l (x)(1−Ft−l (x))
.
dt


dt
+ 
1 X
(i)
(i)
]≤ t
E Dt − max(Dt−l , t)
, ∀t.
d i=1
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Since


+
+ 
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
Dt − max(Dt−l , t) = max(Dt , t) − max(Dt−l , t) ,

and since the warranty has length Tw , we will assume that the support of Dt and Dt−l is [t, t + Tw ].
(i)

(i)

Then, for any realization of {Dt } and {Dt−l } we have
dt

+
1 X  (i)
(i)
D
−
D
=
t
t−l
dt i=1

Z

t+Tw

t



F̂t−l (x) − F̂t (x)

+

dx.
(i)

The equality can be deduced by noting that F̂t only increases at the points {Dt } and then
comparing the integration areas.
Note that, for any x in the interval [t, t + Tw ],


F̂t−l (x) − F̂t (x)

+


+ 
+
+
≤ F̂t−l (x) − Ft−l (x) + Ft (x) − F̂t (x) + (Ft−l (x) − Ft (x))
≤ F̂t−l (x) − Ft−l (x) + Ft (x) − F̂t (x) + |Ft−l (x) − Ft (x)| .

(EC.4)

Using the assumption in (6) and since the random variables have bounded support, we take the
expectation over F̂t (x) and F̂t−l (x) in (EC.4) and then integrate over the support [t, Tw ]:
Z
t

t+Tw

h
i
h
i
EF̂t−l (x) F̂t−l (x) − Ft−l (x) + EF̂t (x) Ft (x) − F̂t (x) + |Ft−l (x) − Ft (x)| dx
Z t+Tw
h
i
h
i
≤
EF̂t−l (x) F̂t−l (x) − Ft−l (x) + EF̂t (x) Ft (x) − F̂t (x) dx + Tw l
t
s


Z t+Tw s
2 
2 
≤
EF̂t−l (x) Ft−l (x) − F̂t−l (x)
+ EF̂t (x) Ft (x) − F̂t (x)
dx + Tw l.
t

The first inequality comes from (6). The second inequality is a direct application of Jensen’s
√
inequality since x is concave. The expectations in the last expressions are the variances of F̂t (x)
and F̂t−l (x). Thus, from the discussion at the start of the proof,
E



Ft (x) − F̂t (x)

2 

=

Ft (x) · (1 − Ft (x))
1
≤ t.
dt
4d

Putting all the results together we obtain
Z

t+Tw

E
t




1
F̂t−l (x) − Ft−l (x) + Ft (x) − F̂t (x) + ldx ≤ Tw √ + l .
dt

Hence,
E[UtM Y
completing the proof.


] ≤ Tw


1
√ + l ,
dt
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EC.4.

Proofs for the OOF Policy

Proof of Proposition 4. For some time t, let xt be the allocation obtained using the OOF
policy and let yt+1 be the starting inventory in period t + 1. Assume, for contradiction, that there
is some other feasible allocation x̃t with next period inventory ỹt+1 , that has a strictly lower
objective cost for problem in Equation 4. However, since, by construction, in the OOF policy the
dt “oldest” devices are used, it must be that yt+1  ỹt+1 which implies Jt+1 (yt+1 , at+1 , dt+1 ) ≤
Jt+1 (ỹt+1 , at+1 , dt+1 ), ∀(at+1 , dt+1 ), as stated in (5). Hence, we have a contradiction on the optimality
of x̃t .



EC.5.

Hazard rate distributions

Hazard rate

0.005
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0.003
0.002
Exponential
Weibull

0.001
0
Figure EC.1

25
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Time period (weeks)

100

Hazard rate curves for an exponential failure distribution with average 192 weeks and for a Weibull
distribution with shape and scale parameter equal to 192 and 1.5, respectively
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EC.6.

Results for an increasing hazard rate

Table EC.1 presents numerical results for the case where the failures follow a Weibull distribution
and there is an increasing hazard rate like in Figure EC.1. All other parameters are equal to the
simulation set-up reported in Section 5.1. In this case, devices will tend to fail later in their life-cycle
which, in turn, delays the inventory peak compared to case when failures follow an exponential
distribution. This hinders the performance of the YOF policy relative to the OOF and sampling
policies since the average age of the devices which accumulate is higher than the case where failures
follow the exponential distribution. The sampling policy’s performance is again close to the lower
bound.
Assignment policy 3% seed-stock 5% seed-stock 7% seed-stock
Random policy
YOF policy
OOF policy
Sampling
Lower bound
Table EC.1

2.56
0.56
0.39
0.34
0.25

(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.02)

2.68
0.65
0.38
0.35
0.24

(0.05)
(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)

2.67
0.68
0.36
0.34
0.24

(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.02)

Average and standard deviation (between brackets) of the uncovered time (in weeks) of each

assignment policy for a 2% change in seed-stock. The failures follow a Weibull distribution with shape and scale
parameter set to 192 and 1.5 respectively.

EC.7.

Device hazard rate distributions for WSP

Hazard rate
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Figure EC.2

Three device hazard rate curves for WSP. The maximum of the curves was normalized to one to
preserve data confidentiality.
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EC.8.

Sensitivity of the sampling policy to sales volume

We test the sensitivity of the sampling policy to the number of sales and depict the results in Table
EC.2. The simulation is set up in a similar way as reported in Section 5.1, except that we change
the number of sales (100,000 devices) as it will change the average total demand for warranty
replacements in each period. We observe that the performance of the sampling policy deteriorates as
the number of sales (on average) decreases. However, we find that the sampling policy outperforms
the other policies for small but reasonable values for the number of sales. However, it does become
challenging to identify the best performing policy in case of an extremely low number of sales.
25,000 devices sold
50,000 devices sold
200,000 devices sold
Assignment Policy (58 failures/period on avg.) (116 failures/period on avg.) (464 failures/period on avg.)
Random policy
YOF policy
OOF policy
Sampling
Table EC.2

2.99
0.56
0.48
0.34

(0.08)
(0.06)
(0.05)
(0.04)

2.91
0.45
0.37
0.26

(0.06)
(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.02)

2.83
0.37
0.28
0.20

(0.03)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)

Average and standard deviation (between brackets) of the uncovered time (in weeks) of each

assignment policy for a change in the number of sales and the average number of failures per period
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EC.9.

Sales and failures for different device models sold by WSP
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(i) Sales of model E
Figure EC.3
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Sales and failures for different device models. The maximum of the curves was normalized to one
to preserve data confidentiality.
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